The fate of cytoplasmic vanadium. Implications on (NA,K)-ATPase inhibition.
The fate of vanadate (+5 oxidation state of vanadium) taken up by the red cell was studied using EPR spectroscopy. The appearance of an EPR signal indicated that most of the cytoplasmic vanadate is reduced to the +4 oxidation state with axial symmetry characteristic of vanadyl ions. The signal at 23 degrees C was characteristic of an immobilized system indicating that the vanadyl ions in the cytoplasm are associated with a large molecule. [48V]Vanadium eluted with hemoglobin when the lysate from Na3[48V[O4-treated red cells was passed through a Sephadex G-100 column and rabbit anti-human hemoglobin serum caused a hemoglobin-specific precipitation of 48V when added to the red cell lysate. Both results indicate that hemoglobin is the protein which binds cytoplasmic vanadyl ions. However, neither sodium vanadate nor vanadyl sulfate bound to purified hemoglobin in vitro. Finally, transient kinetics of vanadyl sulfate interaction with the sodium-and potassium-stimulated adenosine triphosphatase showed that the +4 oxidation state of vanadium is less effective than the +5 oxidation state in inhibiting this enzyme. These results indicate that oxidation-reduction reactions in the cytoplasm are capable of relieving vanadate inhibition of cation transport.